Delivering worry-free mobility in challenging times

Chief Executive’s review continued

Investing for today and a sustainable future
Motability Operations is, by design, a financially
and operationally robust business. This has
been demonstrated through the challenges of
the Covid-19 pandemic as we have focused on
supporting our customers and employees.
Our robust capital base provides us with the
resilience and confidence as we look ahead.
We hold capital reserves to ensure that we
protect customers from risk and adverse
market volatility.
Of course, in the event of positive market
movements, this can result in unexpected
financial upside. During this year, as has been
widely covered in the media, there has been
unprecedented upside in used-car values. The
ongoing new-vehicle supply shortages (a result
of the semi-conductor processing chip
shortages), a shift away from public transport
since the start of the pandemic and the fact
that many consumers have built up savings
over the past 18 months have all driven up the
demand for used vehicles. Average sales values
for vehicles have increased 46% year on year,
with Car Auction Price (CAP) guide reflecting a
16% increase in values between June and
September this year alone.
These dynamics have resulted in unexpectedly
high profits on the resale of vehicles at the end
of lease. This market strength has allowed us to
release residual value overlays previously
reported in relation to potential downside risks
associated with Covid-19 and Brexit and our
outlook for the future value of the fleet is also
more positive, buoyed by the current elevated
used-vehicle prices, and the expectation of the
continued shortage in new-vehicle supply-side
during 2022.
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As described in more detail in the Finance
Director’s review, these dynamics have resulted
in a financial result above our planned
expectations, with a post-tax profit of £559.5m.
This strong result has provided us with
financial headroom to commit with confidence
to a number of significant investments
designed to support today’s customers
and to underpin future affordability and
sustainability, including:
• Supporting customers through the pandemic:
£100m of rebates paid/committed to current
customers reflecting reduced vehicle usage
(and so reduced insurance and maintenance
costs) during the pandemic
• Investing in the Glide Path to Green: £300m
of capital to invest in the transition to
electric vehicles
• Affordability support: £180m allocated
to affordability support for both renewing
and new-to-scheme customers; and
• Support for Motability: £170m donated to
Motability to assist with their wider mandate
of supporting the UK’s disabled population
with their transportation needs
These investments are set out in more
detail on the following pages.

“We see our investment in
electric vehicles as central
to our future proposition.”
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£100m
Supporting customers through the pandemic
During FY2021 we have focused on ensuring
our customers remain supported as the UK
has navigated its way out of the impacts
of Covid-19.
I am pleased to report 98% customer
satisfaction levels, and sector leading scores
in the Institute of Customer Service’s
Independent UK Customer Satisfaction Index.
We have kept customers mobile throughout,
with flexible lease extensions available to
ensure customers can stay in their current
vehicles when access to the dealer network
was restricted through the various phases
of national lockdown, and more recently
as new-vehicle supply lead times have
resulted in the delay in the fulfilment of
customer orders.
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We continued to offer the option for
customers to accelerate their Good Condition
Bonus (GCB) up until 30 June 2021, in line with
wider FCA guidance, thereby supporting those
who find themselves under financial pressure.
We have committed a further £60 rebate to
each customer, reflecting the reduced
operating costs linked to lower mileages
during the period of national lockdown.
In total, over £100m has been paid/
committed to customers in this way since
March 2020, with two £50 rebates having
been previously paid during 2020, and more
recently during the summer of 2021.
Throughout FY2021 we have continued
investment to subsidise WAVs and
adaptations.

Investing in the Glide Path to Green
From 2030 there will be a ban on the sale
of new internal combustion engine cars
and vans in the UK. We need to prepare
the Scheme and our customers for this
significant change. The transition of our
customers to electric vehicles over the
next few years requires careful planning
and support; we are focused on ensuring
that our customers are not left behind on
this transition. We aim to ensure that
customers have access to suitable,
affordable vehicles, with the availability
of cost-effective and accessible
charging options.
We are already investing heavily in this
space, with 87 electric vehicle models
available on the Scheme, with the
installation of free-of-charge home charge
points. In FY2021, our investment into
customer applications was over £20m.

£300m

Looking ahead, we have ring-fenced
£300m of capital to invest in this
transition; our aim being to ensure that
the Scheme’s transition to electric is in
line with the wider market. We will use
this investment to support affordability
and to overcome the additional practical
challenges many customers may face in
transitioning to electric vehicles.
The Scheme recognises it has an
important role to play in helping to
reduce CO2 emissions. We are committed
to playing our part in addressing this
global challenge and supporting the
Government’s policy commitments.
Over the coming year we will set out
clear targets for this transition and our
path to net zero as we develop our
ESG framework.
Further detail regarding our electric vehicle
strategy is set out on pages 22-26 – The Glide
Path to Green
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Affordability support

Whilst the investment to support the transition
to electric vehicles is vital, it is also recognised
that EVs do not represent a viable choice for all
customers right now and so we are pleased to
commit additional support towards lease
affordability to all customers, in addition to the
specific EV investment outlined on the
previous page.
We remain focused on ensuring that our price
list remains affordable, with a good breadth
and depth of vehicles available to customers.

£180m

The current new-vehicle supply-side
constraints, combined with the increasing costs
associated with manufacturers investing in
both cleaner internal combustion engine (ICE)
technology and electric vehicles, have resulted
in increasing On The Road (OTR) prices which
have significantly outstripped inflation. This
results in a current and enduring challenge on
both affordability and model availability.
We plan to support these affordability
challenges through a renewal payment of £250
(made available to all existing customers at the
point of renewal) and £250 new-to-scheme
payment for brand new customers during 2022;
in total committing £180m of capital to support
existing and new customers with general
affordability challenges linked to the new
vehicle supply-side issues.

£170m
Support for Motability
We maintain a close relationship with
Motability and aim, where affordable, to
provide the Charity with financial resource to
assist their wider mandate of assisting the UK’s
disabled population with their transportation
needs, removing disadvantage.
We are therefore delighted that our financial
position this year has enabled us to make a
significant donation of £170m to support the
important activity they deliver.
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Motability’s Annual Report and Accounts and
Impact Report set out this activity. The Charity
recognises that there are 6.5m disabled people
in the UK who could potentially benefit from
better access to transport and the Charity’s
growing body of knowledge and connections is
enabling the development of new routes to
impact. The donation will enable the Charity to
build and maintain its level of ambition over
the next three years and it is anticipated that
70% of grant-making will be Scheme-related;
assisting its beneficiaries to access the vehicle
they need including heavily adapted vehicles
for the most severely disabled.

